Root Die Back – Phytophthora
Between 27/12/2017 and 19/01/2018 we have seen and photographed
over 200 mature trees which have been blown over by the winds which
gusted up to 75mph. With-out exception the shear roots had snapped
or had already rotted away. We found very few fibrous roots, those
that we did find were dying and those which were tested gave a week
positive result for Phytophthora. ( 1987 – 110mph winds, trees in
leaf !!!).
Where the ground conditions have not supported the tree you will find that the shear roots have
pulled out of the ground or there is a large root ball (see diagram below). All the root balls we have
come across were all Not Healthy or Really Not Healthy. The examples that follow are of Oak as
we found the root balls being broken down shockingly fast (the same in every species).
The roots appear to be dying and breaking down as fast as the trunks and crowns of all the tree
species.

The image of the Oak was from 08/2016.
The tree is in excess of 15t and only 16
months ago it was in leaf.
The pictures below show its Really Not
Healthy

You can see this large Oak is Not Healthy,
1) All the shear roots have snapped.
2) All the hair fibres dying back

1) Deformed buds
2) lesions
3) Last years 10mm, deformed
new growth?

1)Pink staining in centre
2)Pink staining of cambium

1) Not Healthy – all the shear roots have snapped, few fibours roots, most of them have died back.
NB The free draining sandy soil.

1) rot and straining
in the centre of branches
and at branch unions

1) Pink staining and rot in
centre of structural branches

This Oak failed to come out in leaf in
2016 (image from 08/2016). The tree was
blown down in 50mph guests. Again there
is nothing left of the root ball!

It appears that Phythophthora is causing rapid die back in the roots as well
as the trunks and crowns. This is causing trees to fail with little warning
and in conditions which aren't that extreme.

